
 
 
butterfly sensor bin     
                                   
Description: 
Our fingerprint-proof butterfly sensor bin has multi-sense™ 
technology that reacts and adapts to your behaviour so it won't 
open unexpectedly or close before you've finished your task. The 
slim, space-saving shape makes the most of tight spaces and the 
butterfly lid design opens from the centre for maximum efficiency 
and clearance under low countertops. 
 
Features: 

 multi-sense™: Our sensor adapts to your tasks. It’s touch-free 
technology that’s in sync with your needs. 

 ready mode: The trigger zone is a focused space directly above the lid — easy to 
reach, but precise enough to avoid false triggers. 

 task mode: Once the lid is open, the trigger zone extends to become more sensitive to 
activity, so the lid won’t close before you’re finished. 

 stay-open mode: After 3 seconds of continued activity, the lid automatically opens 
wider and switches to a 30-second stay-open mode — great for longer chores. 

 butterfly lid: Split doors open from the centre for maximum clearance under low 
countertops. 

 hide excess bag: Bag tuck® opening tucks away excess bag so it stays neatly out of 
sight. 

 robust internal hinge: The strong, die-cast steel hinge is built to last, but still sleek 
enough to place the bin right against the wall. 

 robust mechanism: Slam the lid down, overstuff it, or even stop it with your hand. The 
clutch system will temporarily disengage to prevent any damage to the motor. 

 energy efficient: Lasts up to 1 year with 6 alkaline C batteries, or use with optional 
simplehuman power adapter. 

 easy access battery compartment: Conveniently located on the back of the bin. No 
fumbling under the lid to change batteries. 

 integrated odorsorb™ filter: Natural charcoal filter is integrated into the lid to absorb 
odours. 

 gentle slider discs: Nylon discs under the bin make it easy to slide and gentle on your 
floors. 

 fingerprint-proof: Fingerprint-proof finish resists smudges to keep stainless steel shiny. 
 
Size and dimensions:  

 48L butterfly sensor bin: 29cm x 53.7cm x 63.1cm (W.D.H.)  
 
Warranty 

 5 years 
 
about simplehuman – tools for efficient living® 
simplehuman was founded in 2000 in Los Angeles with the goal to make it easier and more 
efficient to “take out the trash”. The success of its first pedal bin led the company to expand 
its mission to create “tools for efficient living” — products designed to help make people 
more efficient at home. The company now has more than 100 products that are sold 
throughout the world by leading retailers. 
 

media inquiries:  

Rose Stockbridge   |   + 44 (0)1491 875 974   |   rstockbridge@simplehuman.co.uk 


